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3,010,103 
RADAR REFLECTIVE TOW TARGET 

Robert J. Hopper, Paci?c Palisades, and Orson B. Lol 
maugh, Los Angeles, Calif., assignors to Del Mar 
Engineering Laboratories, Los Angeles, Calif., a cor poration 

Filed Jan. 16, 1956, Ser. No. 559,372 
12 Claims. (Cl. 343-18) 

This invention relates to an aerial tow target for 
training pilots in the use of equipment for detecting and 
tracking aerial targets and the use of various automatic 
equipment for such purposes as ?re control, missile 
launching control and target interception. 
The invention is particularly directed to certain prob 

lems that are encountered in the task of providing 
realistic target experience ‘for ?ghter pilots, interceptor 
pilots and ‘various other military personnel partcipiating 
in organized teamwork for detecting, tracking and de 
stroying aerial targets. 
Any actual military aircraft has numerous re?ecting 

surfaces extending in random directions, including nu 
merous contiguous re?ecting surfaces in intercepting 
planes. Consequently a military aircraft at any position 
relative to a radar receiver provides at least one adequate 
radar re?ection back to the receiver, which re?ection is 
of sufficient strength for detection of the aircraft at a 
relatively long distance. 

This capability of an aircraft for radar re?ectivity 
adequately distributed over a relatively large cone angle 
makes possible not only early detection of the aircraft 
at a distance but, also makes possible continued un 
broken radar surveillance of the aircraft thereafter. Thus, 
with the aircraft illuminated by radar transmitted from 
the ground or from the air, this wide angle of effective 
re?ectivity makes it possible for a missile equipped with 
a radar receiver-guidance unit to be continuously guid 
ed by radar re?ections from the aicraft for effective con 
trol along a desired curved interception path. A vitally 
important problem in military training, then, is to pro 
vide a practice target that is small enough and light 
enough to be towed by a tow line several thousand feet 
long and yet will adequately simulate an actual enemy 
aircraft with respect to re?ection of radar signals. , 
The invention; meets this problem by providing the 
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may be at or nearly 180“ out of phase with each other 
to result in mutual cancellation. The possibility that 
such neutral cancellation may completely cut off the 
desired response of the receiver to the target is adequate 
ly minimized by using such diversely spaced corner re 
?ectors as to afford practical assurance that more than 
two random re?ections will be returned to a receiver at 
any given direction from the target. 
An important feature of the invention is the concept 

of including some relatively large corner re?ector units 
along with the numerous relatively small corner re?ector 
units. The larger re?ector units are of a dimension more 
than five times the Wave length of the radar signals. In 
the preferred practice of the invention, the dimension 
of the larger re?ector units are at least 61/2 times the 
Wave length of the radar signals to result in mono-static 
re?ection. As will be explained, the larger corner re 
?ector units may comprise a forward radial assembly 
and an aft radial assembly with the smaller corner re 
?ector units arranged in a circumferential assembly be 
tween'these two radial assemblies. _ 

This combining of a minor number of relatively large 
corner re?ector units with a major number of'relatively 
small re?ector units completes the requirements for ef 
fectively simulating an actual aircraft from the illuminat 

- ing position since the mono-static radar re?ections from 
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practice target with a plurality of radar corner re?ector , 
units, each of which has three re?ecting surfaces that 
are normal to each other and that meet at a common point 
at the inner corner of the unit. An exceedingly important 
factor in the solution of this problem by the invention 
is that the plurality of corner re?ector units includes 
numerous diversely oriented re?ector units that are rela 
tively small. 7 These relatively small re?ector units are 
of a- dimension substantially less than ?ve times the 
wave length. of the radar signals employed by the detect 
ing devices. . . .> ‘ 

It has been found that if a'corner re?ector unit is of 
a dimension on the order of three or four times the 
wave length‘ of the radar signal, the unit produces bi 
static" radar re?ection, the signal being substantially dif 
fused. The'invention takes' advantage of this fact by 
providing numerous relatively small radar re?ectors. In 
this manner the tow target vof "the invention provides a 
high probability that a radar receiver located within, 
say, an 80° cone measured from the direction of il 
lumination (at any given direction from the tow target) 
will receive a substantial amount of radar re?ection from 
the target. _ 

The invention further takes into consideration the fact 
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‘that two signals re?ected in this manner to a receiver v 

the larger re?ector units may be picked up at relatively 
great distances for initial detection of the practice target 
and the bi-static re?ections from the smaller re?ector 
units enable a radar-guided missile to remain constantly 
locked to the practice target along the desired curved 
intersection path of the missile. The-mono~static re 
?ection patterns from the larger re?ector units are de 
sirable for their relatively great amplitude but have null 
points that are not characteristic of the over-all patterns 
of radar re?ection from actual aircraft. The bi-‘static 
re?ection patterns from the small corner re?ector units 
?ll in these null points to result in a composite re?ection 
pattern that is equivalent in target-guidance effectiveness 
to the over-all pattern of radar re?ection from an‘act‘ual 
aircraft. The diffused bi-static re?ections ‘may be r'ela'l 
tively Weak but such re?ections are nevertheless ade 
quate for the purpose of the invention since that portion 
of the interception path Where close guidance control of 
the missile is necessary is relatively'close to ‘the practice 
target. 1 - " ‘ 

The preferred practice of the invention is further 
characterized by the concept of providing aerodynamic 
means to cause the tow target to spin on its longitudinal 
axis. This spinning action increases-the probability that 
the radar signals will be adequately re?ected to a radar 
receiver in the desired directions. By virtue of the 
spinning action, only a relatively few of the small cor 
ner re?ector units may be used to provide substantially 
uniform re?ection of radar signals from the target in 
the general illuminating direction. ' a - ' - 

The preferred practice of the invention is further char 
acterized by the incorporation into the tow target struc 
ture of an electronic transmitter receiver for transmit 
ting information pertinent to target practice. For exam~ 
ple, such an electronic transmitter~receiver unit may func 
tion as a miss-distance indicator to transmit information 
by radio relative to the trajectory of missiles that miss 
the tow target. In this regard, a feature of the preferred 
practice of the invention is the provision of a propeller 
driven alternator or generator‘ for‘ener'gizing the elec 
tronic transmitter-receiver, the propeller being actuated 
by the air stream around the tow target. 
The variousfeatures and advantages of the invention 
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will be understood from the following detailed descrip— 
tion considered with the accompanying drawings. 

In the drawings, which are to be regarded as merely 
illustrative: ' _ 

FIGURE 1 is a side elevation of a typical embodi 
ment of the present invention; 
FIGURE 2 is a similar view with portions of the 

target broken away to reveal concealed structure; 
FIGURE 3 is a view of the nose portion of the target, 

the. view being partly in. side elevation and partly in 
section; 
FIGURE 4 is a transverse section taken as indicated 

by the line 4——4. of FIGURE 3 showing how the rela 
tively small corner re?ector units are mounted on the 
inner surface of the target shell to form a circumfer 
ential assembly of the units; . > 
FIGURE 5 shows the forward radial assembly of rel 

atjively large corner re?ector'units, the view beingrpartly 
in front elevation and partly in section as viewed along , 
the line 5-5 of FIGURE 3; 
FIGURE 6 is a perspective view of the disassembled 
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, Thus, a station listens in on the. signals-exchanged by the 

20 
‘ tance by which the missiles miss the tow target. One fea 

components of the forward radial assembly of relatively _ 
large corner ‘re?ector units; . _ 
‘ FIGURE 7 is‘ a transverse sectional view-illustrating 
a modi?cation of the invention in which a circumfer 
ential series‘ of the relatively small corner re?ector units 
are positioned in a random manner vzit-various radial 
distances from‘ the shell ofthe target; ’ - 
FIGURE 8 is a similar transverse sectional viewv of 

another modi?cation of the invention in which a‘ circum 
ferential series of the corner re?ector units are mounted, 
on 'a ci'rcumferential'ly tapered spacer inside the target 

' manner in which the tow target is constructed to include” 

25 

, to the usual tow cable 38 and 
\ member is anchore-d'to' a suitable; bulkhead 49 which 

shell to position the re?ector units at various radial'dis- ' ' 
tances inwardly‘ from‘ the target shell; I 7 
FIGURE 9 is a perspective view of a corner re?ector 

'unit modi?ed by a tapered cut for the introduction of a 
random factorin‘ another modi?cation of the invention; 
FIGURE 10 is a transverse sectional view illustrating 

another practice of the invention in which the body of 
the: target is 'made of vfoamed cellular plastic, the cellular 
plastic: being peripherally recessed to receive the circum 
ferential assembly of corner re?ector units; 
FIGUREll is a graph showing a typical 

radar- re?ection pattern as- produced by a corner re?ector 
unit; that is relatively large, in comparison to the wave 
length or the radar signal;'and ' ' . 
FIGURE 12 is a similar graph " showing the bi-staticr 

radar ‘re?ection pattern produced by‘ a cornerre?ector 
thatis substantially smaller.‘ I > ' ' ' 

V The presently preferred embodiment of the;tow target " 
illustrated by. FIGURES l to’ 6 of the'drawiu'gs has" a 
body in the. formv’gofr" a thin 
designated by the letter ,8. 

number of sections comprising a nose,’ section '20, a" tail 
section 22, and three adjoining intermediatesections 24',“ 
25v and’ 26. Thecontiguous edges of thesevarioussec~ V. 
'tions are suitably-bonded together, for example, by oi?‘ 
setting the vedge of’ one 
scope into the edge of the adjacent section as shown. 

streamlined shell, generally ‘ 1" 
I _In the construction shown, 1-’ 

e the body shell Sis ,made of paper and molded’ in a;‘ ‘ 

section radially inward’ to tel'éa, 

35 

" ‘1 thickened, by the addition of a ring 146 of the same mate-j 

mono-static - ‘ 

45 

,swivel member 
' ' axialmember. ' p 

I‘ 36: by two spaced bearings 54' and 55' is aétubular shaft-.56 

55 

Thus the joints between successivev shell sections form in-,‘ 
ternal circumferential reinforcement ribs, for example,‘ 
as indicated at‘28 in FIGURE'Z; *' 

Inthe'constructi'on shown, the s'treamlinedbody shell‘ 7 
S is rprovided'ewith a set of‘ four stabilizing airfoils or tail 

fins '30 which may be of any suitablelconstruction. ,In ' this instance, e'achofthé tailo?ns '30 islmold'ed' from?a . 

plastic material such as, expandedvrstysn . 
_ rene plastic available under the trade name Styrofoam. '7 
v material has a compressive'strength of12880¢pounds 

e5 " g r 

1 nected to ajsuitablelantenna,bya‘cable 65., rThelantepna' 
: may be in the formo?a loop and may be. positionediany 

70 
per‘ squareevfolota'nd y'et Weighss only onefand a hallf'to, » . 
two pounds ‘per cubicioot. 

' otth'e-itow target'shell by suitablefadh'e’sive plastigf 7 
' 7' Flu this embodiment of the invention,’itheinosegsection 

The vmolded cellular’ tail’; " ?n Boa-may be slmplyl'bonded to the peripheral‘ surface 

, bearingGZ. 

, I 50, énotonl'y- supports the "statorfof the r'generatorx‘347buit I .60" 

. V antenna comprises ‘a 

i lventioni includes relatively ‘large: radar. corner re?ector; . ; 

20 of the tow target carries anrelectronic tnansmitter 
receiver in an annular housing 32 to transmit signals, 
pertinent to target practice procedures and this electronic 
apparatus is energized by a suitable electromotive source 
carried by the tow target. In this instance, the electro- ' 
motive source comprises a suitable generator 734' driven ’ 
by a forward propeller or air turbine 35 that‘is vactuated 
by the surrounding air stream. The transmitter-receiver 
may be, for example, what is termed a miss-distance in: 
dicator and for this purpose may’ send out radio signals‘ a 
at regular time intervals to be received by transponders . 
on missiles directed at the tow target.v ‘The transponders 
respond by returning a radio signal onv a different fre 
quency to which the receiver’ part of the transmitter-re 
ceiver is tuned. ' The transmitter-receiver responds to the 
returned signal immediately by transmitting anew signal l 
without waiting until the. end of, the regular timeinterval'i ' 

tow target and the passing missiles and noting the time 
intervals of the signals.‘ obtains data: indicative of the dis» 

ture of this particular embodiment of'the invention the 

thecomponents of thiselectronic apparatus' j i 
/’ Asbest shown in. FIGURE 37,, the structure of thetow . 
t'arg'etincludes an axial tension member 36 for‘ connection 1 ‘ 

‘ therearend‘ or this axial ' 

transmits. the towing stresses to the body shell S. In the l 3 
construction shown, the'iaxial member 36 extends through . ‘ 
an axialaperture in the bulkhead ‘40 and has aEradiaL . 

?ange 42 which is anchored to them-ear face of therbulklm head by, suitab-le- attachment‘ elements 144. w ' ' _' ' ‘l ' 

The bulkhead 40 may berof any suitable material and I 
construction. For example, the bulkhead may be made of ' i 
a polyester resin reinforced by imbedded glass ?bers.’ - 
The‘peripheral edge ,ofthe bulkhead 40, which may be ‘ 

rial, is suitably‘bondedto thetbodyshell S by plastic’ 
adhesive. United withlithe bulkhead 40 is’ a series of 
forwardly’ extending radial gusset plates 48" and which] 
maybe integral with the ringgtS.’ These gusset plates'48 @ 
are preferably united with a‘ forward-reinforcement ring j 
50.'~.1 . " 7TH 

Preferably, the forward end of the axial member'36jis connected to'the tow cable'B? by’ meansiof a ‘suitable 
V52 thatisrro'tatably" mounted inside the» 
Suitably journalled on the axial member 

:that'carries the propeller- 35;.a's: well as'fthe rotor'pfthe ' V 

ner 58 is unitary with the-propeller 35.; 1‘ 
fgen'erator-34. ,In the'con'stmctionshown- 'a conicalspin- f ‘ ' 

', Thefstatjor of the generator 34' isleattachedirtdzvthe gusset {Ii .plates '48 by _ radial; ‘webs for vSliPPoYt mlél'eby' and’ :the previously mentioned’ forward 7 reinforcement I ring: 50 

, journals the‘ V > g V _, , 

‘ ,Thhs the bulkheadlassernbly; iwhi'ehiinclude's i l i 
the'g'usset’plates 48 and'the‘torwardl'reinforcernent ringf i" 

also reinforces and holds rigidu'thefffoifwardlend ofthe . ‘ 

axial 'me'mber36iby stabiliainggthejorward end-joflthe f V ' The generator“, which incorporates a suitable voltage‘ ' 

regulator, is connectedato;the,transmitterareceiver- 32 by" acable 64» and, the transmitter-receiver is, in lt'urn; con-1» ' 

.piwhere ony‘theetowrtarget .Intheconstructionfshowmrthe ~ 
loopy6'6 that islsandwiched' betweenf » - :. 

,two discs v68Eofrcellulareplastic, ;thes,eftwo discs beingpo 
.tionedin ,thejregiomof, the tail ?n'seo for/re" orce ' ent' 

thereofQ-Q ' . ff“ ' " ' v'Asiheretoforestate ‘ e present inf; f'the; targ'e I o .7 

:units- ,aswell as relatively small 'radarfcforner re?ector 7' 

itiibular'shaft; 56,;bynieansirofajsuitable ballvv f . . a 
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units. In the present construction, the relatively large cor 
ner re?ector units comprise a forward radial assembly of 
units, generally indicated by numeral 70, and an aft radial 
assembly, generally designated by the numeral 72. Since 
both of these radial assemblies are of the same construc— 
tion a detailed description of the forward assembly will 
su?ice for both. 
The structural parts of the forward radial assembly 70 

are shown in disassembled state in FIGURE 6. A rela— 
tively thick disc of cellular plastic is cut to form a semi~ 
circular piece 74 and two quadrants 75 and 76 and these 
two quadrants are bonded to opposite faces of the semi 
circular piece to form a cruciform body generally des 
ignated by numeral 78. The purpose of the cruciform 
body 78 is to house and support a cruciform re?ector 
member, generally designated 80, which may be vformed 
by bonding two sheet metal quadrants 82 and S4 to the 
opposite faces of a semi-circular piece of sheet metal 85. 
The sheet metal may -be aluminum or copper, for ex 
ample. In pro?le the cruciform re?ector member 80 is 
somewhat larger than semi-circular since the center of 
curvature of the various arcuate edges is at the point in 
dicated by the arrow 86 and the cruciform re?ector ex 
tends rearward a short distance from this center. 
To permit the cruciform re?ectormember 80' to be 

housed in the cruciform body 78, a circular saw of the 
same radius of curvature as the re?ector member 80 is 
employed to cut two diametrical kerfs 87 in the cruci 
form body. It is apparent that the cruciform re?ector 
member 80 will seat in the two kerfs 87 with edge portions 
of the re?ector member protruding rearward from the 
cruciform ‘body 78. These rearwardly protruding inter 
secting diametrical edge portions are received by corre 
sponding kerfs 88 in a disc 99 of the same cellular plastic 
material, the thickness of the disc being selected to place 
the rearward edges of the cruciform re?ector member 
?ush with the rearward face of the disc. A re?ector disc 
92 of the same metallic material as the cruciform re?ector 
member 80 is then positioned on the rear face of the 
cellular plastic disc 90 and is'covered by a second cellular 
plastic disc 94. It will be noted that the re?ector disc 92 
is of the same diameter as the cruciform re?ector mem 
ber 80 which diameter is less than the diameter of the two 
cellular plastic discs 90 and 94. 

It is apparent that when the plastic disc 90 is bonded 
to the cruciform plastic body 78 and the second foam 
plastic disc 94 is peripherally bonded to the plastic disc 
90, both the cruciform re?ector member 80 and the 
re?ector disc 92 are securely held in place to form a 
radial array of four relatively large radar corner re?ector 
units, each unit having three planar re?ector surfaces 
that are perpendicular to each other and meet at a com 
‘mon point. It may be noted that the dimension of each of 
these radar corner re?ector units is nearly equal to the 
radial dimension of the tow target shell S at the particular 
location of the re?ector unit. The corner length of each 
of these relatively large radar corner re?ector units is 
more than ?ve times the wave length of the radar signal 
that is employed in the target runs and, in this instance, is 
from six and a half to eight times the wave length. 
A plurality of relatively small radar corner re?ector 

units 95 are positioned inside the tow target shell S in 
positions facing outward and the dimension of these 
smaller radar corner re?ector units is substantially less 
than ?ve times the wave length of the radar signal. In 
this instance the dimension is three to four times- the 
wave length and may be, for example, three and a third 
times the wave length. Each of the smaller radar corner 
re?ector units 95 may comprise, for example, three card 
board ,triangles joined at their edges to form a hollow tri 
angular pyramid having three inner faces that are mutual 
ly'perpendicular and that meet at a common point or 
vertex, each of these cardboard surfaces being faced or 
lined with suitable re?ecting material such as aluminum 
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6 
foil. These hollow corner re?ector units are bonded by 
their corners to the inner surface of the tow target shell S. 

In the present embodiment of the invention, the plural 
ity of relatively small radar corner re?ector units 95 
form a peripheral assembly between the two radial as 
semblies 70 and 72 of the relatively larger corner re?ector 
units. Thus as shown in FIGURE 2, the relatively small 
radar corner re?ector units 95 may be arranged in six 
annular series or circumferential rows inside the tow 
target shell S. _ 

Since the various relatively small radar corner re?ector 
units 95 are arranged radially, they provide a high prob 
ability that a plurality of radar re?ections will be directed 
to a radar receiver that is positioned within a cone cen~ 
tered about the illuminating direction, the transmitter and 
receiver being located in any given direction from the 
tow target. Further diversi?cation in the spacing of the 
plurality of relatively small radar corner re?ectors 95 
is provided by the con?guration of the shell S. Thus 
the re?ectors units of the ?rst ‘two successive circumfer 
ential rows are on opposite sides of the point of maximum 
diameter of the shell and therefore are slightly canted 
relative to each other. The remaining successive cir 
cumferential rows are slightly o?set radially from each 
other by virtue of the taper of the target shell S. 
The signi?cance of the combination of relatively large 

radar corner re?ector units with a plurality of relatively 
small radar corner re?ector units may be appreciated by 
referring to FIGURES l1 and 12. ‘FIGURE 11 shows 
the character of the re?ection of radar signals from a 
corner re?ector unit that is of eight times the dimension 
of the wavelength of the signal, the amplitude of the 
re?ected signals being plotted for different directions of 
re?ection as measured in degrees from one of the three 
re?ecting surfaces of the unit with the transmitter located 
symmetrical to all three surfaces. The reflection pattern 
in FIGURE 11 is what is commonly termed mono; 
static return since it comprises a central peak curve 96' 
that is of high amplitude but is relatively narrow, and 
includes only relatively narrow ?anking peak curves 98 
with numerous null points 100 at the junctures of the 
various peak curves. _ 4 

FIGURE 12 ‘shows the character of the re?ection of 
radar signals from a corner re?ector unit of a dimension 
of three and one third times the wave length of the radar 
signal. The re?ection pattern is what is termed bi-static 
since it comprises a central peak curve 102 that is of 
substantially less amplitude but broader than the central 
peak in FIGURE 11, this peak curve 102 being ?anked 
by only one or two lesser peak curves 104 that likewise 
are relatively broad. It is to lbe noted that there are 
only three null points 100 in FIGURE 12. The peak 
curves 104 at the opposite ends of the graph in FIGURE 
12 are exceptionally broad because the radar re?ections 
are greatly diffused at the relatively low angles, the dif 
fusion being analogous to the diffraction of a light beam 
passing through a relatively small slot or ori?ce. 
When it is considered that the described tow target 

construction provides such a large number of diversely 
oriented relatively small radar corner re?ector units 95, 
it may be readily appreciated that numerous re?ections 
from the relatively small corner units will'be received by 
a radar receiver at any given direction ‘from the tow 
target.’ In this regard’ a feature of the preferred’prac 
tice of the invention, is that the tow target is caused to 
spin on its longitudinal axis, such spinning being readily 
permitted by the provision of the swivel member 52. To 
cause the desired spinning action, the four air foils of 
tail ?ns 30 are bent at their trailing ends, for example, 
along the lines 105 inFIGURE 1, to provide angular 
trailing portions 106 that function in the manner of an 
air screw to cause the desired spinning action. 
The mono-static re?ections from the relatively large 

corner re?ector units of the forward and aftradial as 
semblies 70 and 72 make it possible for the described 



, corner re?ector'units 95. 

‘identical re?ecting surfaces. 
. metrical corner re?ector unit 95a which is produced-by " 

.7 thin’ shell. 

'?ector'unit 95. 

. 7 g , 1 _ 

tow target to be picked up by radar detecting devices 
at relatively long distances, just as in the case of actual 
enemy aircraft. On the other hand, the numerous smaller 
bi-static radar corner re?ector units 95 produce'somewhat 
weaker re?ections but these re?ections are so well dis- 7 
persed as to eliminate the possibility of any serious blind 
spots in the radar-guidance of missiles. Thus a radar 
guided missile may be launched under the guidance of 
a mono-static re?ection from one of the larger corner 
re?ectors and subsequently may be 'guided alongthe de 
sired arcuate interception path by the bi-staticre?ections 
fromrthe numerous smaller corner re?ector units 95, there 
being no signi?cant interruptions in the re?ection of the 
radar signal to the guided missile. 
FIGURE 7 indicates how diversi?cation in the orienta 

tion of the smaller corner ‘ re?ector units 95 may be 

10 

is 

accomplished by an arrangement that places the reflector _ 
units at random positions. 
small corner re?ector units 95’ are mounted on the inner 
faces of cellular plastic spacer blocks 198 and the spacer 
blocks'in turn are bonded tothe inner surface of the 
shell S to serveas spacers between the shell and the 
corner re?ectors. The spacer blocks 168 are of random 
thicknesses and- in addition may have inner faces of ran 
dominclination. In assemblying the structure illustrated 
by FIGURE 7,, the spacer blocks 108 are "picked at ran-' 
dom' vfor installation to form a? circumferential series‘ of‘ 
the corner re?ector units 95 and obviously no two’ series 
or circumferential rows of the re?ector units will be alike. 
It is to be'noted that the random inclination‘ of the inner 
faces of the spacer blocks 168 causes the re?ector units ' 
to face in directions at random angles relative to the 
radii of the target body at the‘respective locations of the 

unit. " V - FIGURE 8 illustrates another procedure for insuring 

diversi?cation in the orientation ‘of the relatively'small; 
In FIGURE 8, the circumfer 

ential row of the re?ector units 95 is mounted on the 
inner surface of a tapered spacer band 110 of’ cellular 
plastic, the spacer band being bonded in‘turn to the inner 
surface of the shell‘ S. In the arrangement shown, the 
minimum thickness points and the maximum thickness 
points of the spacer band 110 are positioned 180° apart. 
:It is' apparent that the successive corner re?ector‘ units 957 
in the circumferential row are progressively offset radially 
from each other by a small distance. ' - 
FIGURE 9 illustrates how a further random factor 

may be introduced for diversi?cation of the orientation 
of the plurality of relatively small radar corner re?ector 
units. The corner re?ector units 95 heretofore discussed 

In'FIGURE 7, the relatively V 
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body, or may be carved into the‘ body by suitable’cutt‘ing' ‘ 
tools, or may be formed'by therapplication of -a'heated--' 
tool of the required shape, the heated tool melting the 
cellulari'plastic material to form the ‘desired-peripheral 
recesses.‘ The peripheral.recesses114~1 are then lined by 7‘ 
insertion- of the cardboard cornerire?ector‘units 95. 
Our description in speci?c detail of selected practices of 

the invention will suggestto those skilled invv the art vari 
ous changes, substitutions and other-departures from 
our disclosure that properly fall .withinf‘the spiritand 
scope of the appended claims. ' ' ‘ " ’ ' a 

' ‘We claim: " ' - a ' -‘ 

1. An aerial tow target, comprising: an elongated 
body of streamlined con?guration; an axial member 
mounted in the nose portion ofsaid'body for attach- ' 
ment to a tow cable whereby said tow target may be 
towed by an aircraftpto "which said tow cable is con, ' 
nected; structural meanswinternally of, said body attached 
to vsaid axial member for-transmitting towing stress to, 
said body; an electrical'component carried. within .said 
body; propeller means 'rotatably surrounding said axial 
member, said propeller means including blade elements 
extending into the air stream. for deriving power there 
from as said tow target is towed by an aircraft; an -elec-. " 
trical generator carried within said body; and means oper- v 
atively interconnecting said propeller means and :said elec-'. 
trical generator wherebyrsaid ‘propeller. means vrotatably 
drives said electrical generator in .the towed ?ight’ of the 
target for energizing saidelectrical component. .7 

2'. An aerialtow target as setrforth in claim‘ 1 which 
. includesair foils on the tow target body to cause the body. 
to spin on its longitudinal axis; and which includes ‘swivel. , 
means on the front end- of said axial member ,for CD11: 
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" said electrical generator ‘surrounds said axial member-i, 
' 4. In a streamlined .radar re?ectiverotary {aerial- tow; 

are of conventional symmetrical design having three. 
FIGURE 9 shows an asym 

making a tapered cut on a conventional symmetrical 
corner re?ector. vFIGURE 9 shows in dotted lines the 
con?guration'of the original-symmetrical re?ector unit 
and thus explains the tapered 'cut. It is vapparent that 
the tapered cut reduces the dimension of the edge 111 
frelativeto the other two edges of the re?ectorlunit. 
*_ It isfcontemplated that the successive tapered corner 
._-re?ector units 95a in a series of such units will be turned . 
to'various directions with ‘respect’ to the location of the 
shortened corner ‘edge 7111. Thus the successive tapered 
corner re?ections will be selectively, effective ‘inlrandom ‘ 
directions. . 4 _ . _ . 

FIGURE 10 illustratesanotherpractice of the inven 
‘tion, in whichthe body of the tow target is made of a 
mass of cellular plastic material instead "of 1a relatively 

' Thus FIGURE 10 shows a streamlined tow 
target body 112 of the. cellular .plastic'maiterial- which 
body may, if desired, 'be'hollow as shown, . vNumerous 
recesses 114 are formed in theperipher'y oftherplastic 

' body ‘1112 ‘and each of the recesses conforms in con?gu- , " 
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nection with a tow cable to permit the target-body .to 
spin independently of the cable. ' ‘ - 

3. Anaerial tow target as set, forth in claim2 in which 

target to simulate an enemy. aircraft (for practice runs 
with’ radar targetedetecting devices employing .r-adar sig-v 
nals of a given ‘wave length, means for ~_reilecting said 
radar signals, comprising: »-two"plura_1ities of outwardly 
facing radar corner re?ectorspositioned-within thestream- ' 
lined con?gurationof said'body, the ‘dimension >of;_.one 
of said pluralities of corner re?ectors being more than 

V ?ve times said wave length for substantially monostatic > 
. re?ection ofv the radar signals for initial detection of the . 
tow "target at relatively long distances, the dimension of 
the other of said pluralitiesrofxcornerlre?ectorsbeing 
less than ?ve times said wavelength for-substantially T 

' bistaticre?ection of the radar signals whereby at'any 
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. in claimf'll in which said ‘second pluralityi'zo corner re§ I 1 . I 
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ratiori'to the shape ‘ofia're'latively sm'all'radar cornergrei ' * 

in claim" 7 . , areoriented inrandom' directions for, selectiveelfect-ll; 

given moment in the rotation-of the tow target his highly V . 1 E 

probable that at least oneof said re?ectors of said other 1 of the pluralities will be ‘positioned for“ diffused re?ec- T . ' 7 

tion of the radarsignals to a“ detecting'receiyerin'a direc- ’ 
tion at a :‘lowmanglerelativeto‘ one planar surface/of said 
one corner-"re?ector! V, - v 7' ;f_ ~ -l 

5. Means for ‘re?ecting the radar; signal 

?ectors is offsetrinwardly from .the‘peripherymf: 
.body by various radialfdistances. , 

6. Meansfor re?ecting 

tors- face at various angles ‘to ,radii'tofethe tow target 
for randomjr'eturn ‘re?ection of ‘the radar: signals? ~ 

7. Means~for_;.re?ecting>'the ‘radarisignals 'as1setrforth 
in claim-41in which each ‘ofthe corner re?ectors .ofulsaid 

‘ second plurality is asymmetrical for selectivee?ecgtinone 
direction. .> p _ . . . I 

8'.‘Means; for re?ecting the -rada.rpsigna_ls;_as-.se 
in which’ said asymmetrical cornerlfre?e his 

in 'randornMdirections: ..i ' 9: Means 7r en 7 engine are sass asset forth 
The recesses 114 may be molded into the‘ 75% in‘ c1aimf4finwhich'the ‘depth of’sa‘id mono‘staticcoriier 1 

> the radar ‘signals asset forth 7 
in claim éljin which said'secondiplurality of ‘cornergr‘e?ec- 7‘ 
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re?ectors is approximately the radial dimension of the 
aerial tow target at the respective locations of the re 
?ectors. 

10. Means for re?ecting the radar signals as set forth 
in claim 4 in which the dimension of the monostatic 
corner re?ectors is at least six and one-half times said 
wave length and the dimension of said bistatic corner re 
?ectors is on the order of three to four times said Wave 
length. 

11. In a streamlined radar re?ective rotary aerial tow 
target to simulate an enemy aircraft for practice runs 
with radar target-detecting devices employing radar sig 
nals of a given wave length, means for reflecting said 
radar signals, comprising: a forwardly facing assembly 
of corner re?ectors the dimension of which is greater 
than ?ve times said wave length for substantially mono 
static forward re?ection of the radar signals; a rearwardly 
facing assembly of corner re?ectors the dimension of 
which is greater than ?ve times said wave length for sub 
stantially monostatic rearward re?ection of the radar 
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20 
signals; and a plurality of cii'cumferenti'ally distributed ' 
corner re?ectors located between said two assemblies, 
the corner re?ectors of said plurality being less than ?ve 

10 
times said wave length for substantially bistatic re?ec- ' 
tion of the radar signals. 

12. Means for re?ecting the radar signals as set forth 
in claim 11 in which ‘the dimension of the monostatic 
corner re?ectors is at least six and one-half times said 
wave length and the dimension of said bistatic corner 
re?ectors is on the order of three to four times said wave 
length. 
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